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Abstract
We propose a method to model and control topological
changes by a smooth deformation of a polyhedral mesh us-
ing curves and loops. As changing the genus of a surface is
not a continuous transformation, the topological change is
made when an intermediate shape between the two topolo-
gies has been obtained. The creation and the deletion of
holes are studied. The deletion of a hole uses non null-
homotopic loops to designate the hole to be deleted. A
method computing two independent loops associated to a
hole is presented.
1. Introduction
The problem of providing a simple and intuitive tool
to control a smooth deformation of a polyhedral mesh has
been the subject of numerous geometric studies (see for ex-
ample [3, 24, 8, 21, 7, 5]). The general scheme of most of
them is to embed the object in a deformable region of space
(defined by a lattice, an axis or a set of points), to compute
a parameterization of the object to define its position in the
region, then to deform the region and compute the deformed
object using the initial parameterization. Thus, if the object
is a polyhedron, the underlying mesh is not modified dur-
ing this process and the genus of the polyhedron does not
change. Only Aubert and Bechmann [2], who introduce a
4th dimension representing time, embed the 3D objects inR4 in a volumic topology and model topological changes
during the deformation process. This approach, however,
raises two difficulties: firstly providing the user with a con-
trol tool that is really intuitive, and secondly computing the
underlying mesh of the object’s surface during the deforma-
tion process.
A control of topological changes for polyhedral meshes
is proposed by Akleman et al. [1] but their aim is to intro-
duce the possibility of creating handles or deleting holes in a
shape modelling system. These operations produce discon-
tinuities both on the shape and on the underlying mesh of
the object during the modelling process, and thus a smooth
deformation cannot be produced using their method.
Methods combining smooth deformations and modifi-
cations of the underlying meshes have been introduced in
[12, 10, 11] to represent deformable models for 3D mor-
phing or for 3D shape reconstruction purposes. In these
papers the problem of providing a simple and explicit con-
trol of the topological transformation has not really been
studied: in [10], the user controls the topological change by
defining and mapping the same rough control mesh on both
surfaces and in [12, 11], the topological change is automati-
cally done during a physics-based deformation process. Our
approach is based on a similar evolution scheme and we see
in the following how curves and loops can be used to spec-
ify and model topological changes during the deformation.
Topological change
We focus here on a topological change which consists
in adding (or deleting) a hole to (or from) a surface. This
is not a continuous operation for the underlying mesh. If
we want to obtain a smooth evolution process, the topolog-
ical change cannot alter the geometry of the polyhedron:
it must occur on a shape which can be represented by the
two topologies and which is singular for these topologies.
Thus, the problem is to define a limit shape between the two
topologies and to build a continuous deformation between
the polyhedron and this shape.
If we consider the case of the sphere and the torus, what
types of limit shapes have we got? In his studies on mor-
phogenesis [20], Koenderink presents two evolutionary se-
quences for a torus: The first one consists in pushing two points, “the north
and the south poles”, from the outside of a sphere to-
ward each other. When the two points meet, he ob-
tains a “pinched sphere”. This shape can be a variety
of torus, where the hole is reduced to a point and a
variety of a sphere where two points meet together. The “strangled torus” is obtained by putting a wire
loop round the torus and pulling it tight so as to reduce
the diameter to zero. Here also, the strangled torus can













Figure 1. the two intermediate shapes. Left:
the pinched sphere. Right: the strangled
torus
These two shapes “the pinched sphere” and “the strangled
torus” can both be obtained by a continuous deformation
from a sphere or from a torus. Thus a smooth deforma-
tion from a sphere to a torus can be obtained by deform-
ing the sphere into one of these two intermediate shapes,
then changing the spherical underlying mesh into a toric
one and finally deforming the shape into a torus. We can
also transform a torus into a sphere by deforming it into
pinched sphere or a strangled torus, cut the limit shape on
its singular point to obtain a spherical surface and deform it
again into a sphere. This transformation scheme has been
used by DeCarlo et al. in a 3D morphing process [10] and
in a reconstruction process [11].
Here, our goal is to offer the user a simple and intuitive
control of the whole process. For this purpose, let us return
to Koenderink’s description. He builds a “pinched sphere”
from a sphere pushing two points together inside the sphere
and a “strangled torus” from a torus tightening a loop of the
torus. We can follow the same strategy to built a “pinched
sphere” from a torus and a “strangled torus” from a sphere:
for the pinched sphere, it suffices to tighten a loop surround-
ing the hole of the torus and for the strangled torus, two
points of the sphere are joined together following a curve
located outside the sphere.
Thus, these transformations can be specified in terms of
curves: loops on the surface of the torus and 3D curves
lying outside or inside the sphere. These features are suf-
ficiently simple to be manipulated by non mathematicians
and seems to be a solution for a simple and intuitive control
of the whole process.
In the following, we explain in detail how curves and loops
are used to build these two transformations. In section 2,
the case of the deletion of a hole is studied. As the user
specifies the transformation by giving a loop surrounding a
hole or a handle, which can be a non trivial task, a method
computing two independent loops associated to a hole is in-
troduced in this section. In section 3, the creation of a hole
is explained. Finally, we comment on our results in sec-
tion 4 and conclude in section 5.
Notations: we consider an orientedh-genus triangulated
surfaceM. We callloop an oriented simple cycle of edges
ofM andnon trivial loop a loop which cannot be contin-
uously contracted onM to a point, i.e. which is not null-
homotopic.
2. Deletion of a hole
To delete a hole during a smooth deformation ofM, a
non trivial loopl associated to the hole will be tightened to
reduce it to a point. The deformation ofM is local: two
regions surroundingl onM will be deformed.
To control the process, the user gives: A non trivial loopl onM. Two distance valuesLL andLR defining the neigh-
boring regions ofl which will be deformed and two
continuous functions (i.e two functionsfL andfR C0,fI;I=L;R : [0; LI ] ! [0; 1] such thatfI(0) = 1 andfI(di) = 0) controlling the deformation strength on
the two sides ofl.
In the next section, we suppose a non trivial loop given and
we describe the deletion process. Then, in section 2.5, we
focus our attention on finding non trivial loops onM: a
method computing automatically two independent non triv-
ial loops onM intersecting on a given vertex ofM is pre-
sented.
2.1. The algorithm
The main steps of the algorithm are the following:
1. An axisal is computed to control the deformation ofM when shrinkingl. This step is described in sec-
tion 2.2
2. M is locally deformed by a homothetic transformation
alongal until l is reduced to a point (see section 2.3 for
more detail). The intermediate shape between the two
topologies is then reached.
3. The topology ofM is modified by acting on its under-
lying mesh: the neighboring region ofl in M is cut
alongl and two new verticesvR andvL are created to
replace the vertices ofl (cf. section 2.4).
4. vR andvL their neighboring regions move aside each
other following the direction given by the curveal.
One can notice in Figure 2 that the type of intermediate
shape between the two topologies can be either a strangled
torus or a pinched sphere : it depends on the loopchosen
for the transformation. Ifl surrounds the hole (resp. the


















































Figure 2. The deletion of a hole on a torus.
The regions of M deformed during the pro-
cess are drawn in grey. Up: the loop sur-
rounding the handle is tightened; down: the
loop surrounding the hole is tightened. The
intermediate shapes between the two topolo-
gies are in the middle.
2.2. Computing a control axis
GivenM, a loopl onM and two valuesLR andLL,
an axis will be computed, following a similar process than
in [23] having a set of vertices instead of a source point as
source for the distance functiondl onM.
More precisely,dl is computed as follows : we setdl(v) = 0 for all the vertices belonging tol and we compute
an approximation of the geodesic distance of the vertices ofM to the loopl using a Dijkstra algorithm [9] on the graph
induced by the edges ofM. Thus for any vertexv, dl(v) is
the length of the shortest path of edges tol. This distance
function is extended by a linear interpolation on the points
lying on edges ofM.
We then compute the level sets ofdl onM and take as
axisal the polygonal curve joining the successive centroids
of the level sets until the distanceLL is reached for the left











Figure 3. Are drawn in dark grey, the loop l; in
grey, the limits of the deformation neighbor;
in dashed lines, the level sets of the oriented
distance function, and in black, the 3D polyg-
onal curve al defining an axis.
One can note that the axis can fall outside the shape, as
in the right shape of figure 3. In this case, the intermediate
shape will be a pinched sphere.
2.3. Tightening the loop
The loop is tightened on its centroid and each vertexv
belonging to the deformation neighbor ofl is associated to
a pointpv of al. Its deformation consists in a homothety of
centerpv. The intensity of the homothety depends on the
distance froml and the timet. It is given by two defor-
mation functionsfL andfR which are equal to 1 when the
distance valuedl is equal to 0 and equal to 0 when thedl is
equal toLL orLR. These functions can define an assymet-
ric deformation on the two sides of the loop , as in Figure 4.
Figure 4. An assymetric deformation.
2.4. Changing the topology
This step does not change the geometry ofM but only its
topology.l is reduced to a point. A cut ofM is done alongl and two new verticesvL andvR are created. Faces ofM
adjacent to an edge ofl are eliminated and faces adjacent
to a vertex ofl are replaced by faces adjacent tovL or vR








































(v5,v6,v2)−> (v5,v6,v  )L
(v6,v4,v1)−> (v6,v4,v  )L
(v4,v5,v2)−> (v4,v5,v  )L
Figure 5. changing the topology
2.5. Non trivial loops
To delete a hole, the user has to specify a loop around
where the surface will be deformed and cut. If the loop is
trivial, then the operation will cut in two parts the surface.
In the other case, a hole will be deleted from the surface.
We want to provide a tool computing non trivial loops ofM to the user. Before going onto a detailed description of
our method, let us examine existing approaches developed
recently on topological computations on surface such as re-
ducing the genus of a polyhedron or computing non trivial
loops [15, 17, 16, 22]: Kartasheva [17] computes the cutting surface with a
method based on the calculation of the Betti group of
the polyhedron. The boundary of the cutting surface
obtained by Kartasheva’s algorithm is one of the two
independent loops associated to a hole of the polyhe-
dron. To cut a torus, Fujimura [15] computes two indepen-
dent non trivial loops associated to a hole by sweeping
a plane. By analyzing the successive cross-sections
of the surface, holes are located and the loops are
computed. For complex surfaces, the computation of
the successive cross-sections may become unnecessary
very expensive. To remove what they call “topological noise” on
meshes, Guskov and Wood [16] use a local wave front
traversal to locate small tunnels. When these features
are located, they cut and seal the mesh to reduce its
genus. To compute a set of loops forming a canonical funda-
mental polygon ofM (cf. [14]), Lazarus et al. [22]
propose two combinatorial algorithms: the first one
is a modified version of [25] based on a wave front
traversal of the polyhedron from a vertex ofM and the
second one is based on Brahana’s reduction operations
[6]. These two approaches are optimal in complexity
but there is no geometric control of the resulting set of
loops .
Our aim is to compute only two independent non trivial
loops corresponding to a hole and, if the surface is a torus,
to obtain a loop surrounding the hole and a loop surround-
ing the handle as in Figure 2. To indicate which hole ofM
is concerned, we ask the user to designate a vertex onM
located near the hole where the two loops to be computed
will intersect.
If we consider the three last approaches [15, 16, 22], a hole
or a tunnel is detected by analyzing the boundaryB of the
visited part of the surface during a traversal ofM. For Fu-
jimura, the traversal ofM is a sweeping plane traversal and
the boundaryB is the cross-sectional plane and, for the oth-
ers, a wave front traversal is made from a vertexvs of M,
beginning with a facet0 adjacent tovs and growing the re-
gion t of visited faces by adding faces adjacent toone by
one. A hole is then detected whenB can be split in two



































































Figure 6. A: B presents a singularity but Mn t
is not connected. B is split in two parts B1
and B2 and M in three pieces. B: B presents a
singularity and Mnt is connected, thus a hole
is detected and the two loops are created.
Here also, to locate a hole near a vertexvs of M and to
built two independent non trivial loops we follow a similar
strategy:
1. From the vertexvs given by the user, we make a
“potato peeling” (cf. Figure 7) traversal1 the faces
of M, maintaining the set of visited facest and the
boundaryB of t. WhenB is split in two partsB1 andB2 having vertexvi in common, we try to find a path
connectingB1 andB2 in the unvisited part ofM. This
is done by performing a tandem search traversing the
edges ofMn t in parallel fromB1 andB2.
t
0
Figure 7. A potato peeling traversal of M fromt0.
2. – If Mn t is not connected,B1 andB2 disconnectM in three pieces:t,M1 andM2. SupposeM1
is the part ofMn t entirely traversed while look-
ing for a connecting path betweenB1 andB2. If
the genus ofM1 is positive, we return to step 1,
takingB1 as boundary . If it is not the case, we
return to step 1, withB2 as boundary.
– In the other case, we consider a shortest edge
path l1;2 = e1; ::ek connectingB1 and B2 inMnt (this path is found during the tandem search
done in 1.). Letv1 the vertex ofe1 belonging toB1 andv2 the vertex ofek belonging toB2. We
1in the potato peeling traversal, the order of the visited faces is similar
than the order produced by a Dijkstra’s algorithm on the dualgr ph used
in [16] and it is less expensive to compute.
compute two shortest edge pathsl1 and l2 in t,
joining respectivelyvs andv1 andv2 andvs.
The first loop is composed of the paths of edgesl1, l1;2 andl2.
Two shortest paths of edges joiningvs and vi
computed on the two sides oft aroundvi con-





Figure 8. Two views of the same computation.
Up: the two loops ; down: the boundary B
presents a singularity and a join path is com-
puted on M n t. The visited part t of M is
darker.
Remark: if two holes are near the vertex, as it is the case
for verticesv1 andv2 in figure 9, only one couple of loops
will be computed, corresponding to one of the holes. Thus
the user must select with attention the vertex to designate a
specific hole.
Complexity: if n is the size ofM, the complexity of the
v v1 2
Figure 9. Two couples of independent loops
computed from two different points. One can
see that designating a point located on this
handle may be ambiguous.
algorithm reduces to the complexity of the traversal ofM
until a hole is detected (which isO(n) following the same
arguments than in [22]) plus the time to compute short-
est paths (we use Dijkstra’s algorithm which requires timeO(n logn)). Thus the overall complexity isO(n logn).
3. Creation of a handle or a hole
The creation of a handle or a hole will be made by the
following process. A 3D curveC joining two verticesvR
andvL of P is given by the user. This curve must be ei-
ther entirely insideP or outsideP . In the first case, a hole
will be created and in the second case a handle will be cre-
ated. A point on this curve is designated as the junction
pointvj and a 2D closed polygonal curveCJ is given by the
user. The surface is progressively deformed locally aroundvR andvL alongC and the intermediate shape is obtained
when the two verticesvL andvR have reached the junction
point vj . Then the mesh ofM is modified, adding faces
(geometrically reduced to an edge) and edges (reduced to a
point) such that the genus ofM increases by one. Finally,
to obtain a non singular surface,M is deformed aroundvj
to reach the curve given by the user.
The input parameters of the process are: Two verticesvL andvR ofM, two distance valuesLL
andLR defining the region ofM which will be de-
formed aroundvL andvR and two continuous func-
tions (i.e two functionsfL and fR C0, fI;I=L;R :[0; LI ] ! [0; 1] such thatfI(0) = 1 andfI(di) = 0)
controlling the deformation strength on the neighbors
of vL andvR . A 3D curveC havingvL andvR as extremities.C lies
outside or insideM. A point vJ onC A closed 2D simple polygonal curveCJ = (e1; :::; ek)
aroundvJ . The 3D embedding ofCJ will be one of the
two loops associated to the new hole.
3.1. The algorithm
The main steps of the process are :
1. GivenvL, vR, the distance valuesLL andLR, the de-
formation functionsfL andfR, the pointvJ and a 3D
polygonal curveC joiningvL andvR, the surfaceM is
progressively deformed alongC until vL andvR reachvJ . The shape ofM is then intermediate between the
two topologies. This step is described in section 3.2.
2. The topology ofM is modified: vL and vR are re-
placed by a closed sequence of edgese1; :::ek hav-
ing the same length thanCJ and new faces are added
aroundvL andvR. Then the genus ofM is increased
by one (see section 3.3 for details).
3. The shape ofM is enlarged around the junction and at
the end of the process the sequencee1; :::; ek forms the
curveCJ . As in section 2.3, this is done by a homoth-



























A C D EB
Figure 10. Up : the 3D curve CJ is inside M.
Down: CJ is outside M. A: M; C: the in-
termediate shape ; E: M at the end of the
deformation process
3.2. Obtaining the limit shape
Given (vL, LL) and (vR, LR), we compute the neighbor-
ing regionsRL andRR to be deformed : fori = R;L, Ri
is composed of the vertices having a distancedi to vi onM
less thanLi, wheredi(v) is the length of the shortest path
of edges fromv to vi.
- The curveC is discretized and a 3D frame is associated
to each discretization point. As in [21], we have chosen a
rotation minimizing orthogonal frame alongC [4, 19].
- Then, using the moving frame alongC, each vertex be-
longing toRi is translated along the part ofC joining vi andvJ . The length of the translation is determined by the dis-
tancedi(v), the deformation functionfi, the length of the
part ofC joining vi andvJ and the timet.
At the end of this step, the limit shape is reached,vR andvL coincide onvj and each vertexv belonging toRR andRL is associated to a pointpv of C as in section 2.3.
3.3. Changing the topology
In this step, the two verticesvL andvR will be replaced
by a sequence of edges1; :::ek geometrically reduced tovJ .
To add properly new faces arounde1; :::ek, we proceed in a
similar way aroundvL andvR as follows: The 2D curveCJ is embedded in the reference planePJ associated tovJ onC. The faces ofM adjacent tovi;i=L;R are projected onPJ (case A of Figure 11). A homothety of centervJ is applied onCJ so thatCJ
stay inside the set of faces adjacent tovi;i=L;R (case B
of Figure 11) We use the half lines joiningvJ and the extremities of
the segments formingCJ and the half lines joiningvJ
and the middle of the segments formingCJ to compute









































Figure 11. A: the original faces in the pro-
jected plane; B: CJ is drawn in dashed lines ;
C: six new faces are created (drawn in grey)
4. Results
All the algorithms have been implemented using
the polyhedral objects [18] of theC++ library CGAL
(http://www.cgal.org/). The results are interactive
(no more than a minute in an O2 Silicon Graphics). The two loops of the genus 1 torus of Figure 12 have
been computed by our method. One can see that taking, as
described in section 2.5, the shortest paths of edges to build
the loops leads to a correct set of non trivial loops : the first
loop surrounds once the handle and does not surround the
hole and the second loop surrounds once the hole and does
not surround the handle. The hole is deleted by tightening
the first loop . Figure 13 shows how the shape is deformed
around the first loop . On the double torus of Figure 14, the two holes are
successively deleted. From steps 1 to 4, the surface is tight-
ened around the loop drawn in 0, as a strangled torus. Then,
Figure 12. The two loops and the final result
of the deletion process using the loop which
surrounds the handle.
Figure 13. Intermediate shapes of the defor-
mation process.
0 1 2 3 4
4 5 6 7 8
Figure 14. The two holes of the double torus
are deleted.
from steps 4 to 8, the loop drawn in 4 is tightened. The two
intermediate shapes are on steps 2 and 6. On Figure 15, we add a handle to a toric shape joining
the same points varying the other input parameters. The
leftmost handle has a deformation neighbor smaller than the
others and the rightmost handle was defined with a circular







































Figure 15. Influence of the parameters on the
result.On the genus 3 torus of Figure 16, first a hole is deleted,
tightening the loop and then a handle is created, joining the
two points which replaced the first loop .
5. Conclusion
We have shown how curves and loops can be used to
control and model smooth deformations with topological
changes on polyhedral shapes. The control is simple and
intuitive and can be proposed to any user. To improve the
smoothness of the result when creating or deleting holes,
the part of the mesh to be deformed may be subdivided be-
fore performing the deformation. This deformation tool can
be enhanced by composing it with other geometric defor-
mation models.
We have presented a method computing non trivial loops
which provides the user two candidate loops to perform a
hole deletion. As Kartasheva [17] and Fujimura [15] no-
tice, these loops can also be used to cut the surface in parts
for other purposes such as texture mappingh genus polyhe-
dral shapes.
These methods can easily be extended to any surface hav-
ing an underling triangular mesh such as surfaces defined
by triangular patches.




Figure 16. Two successive topological changes.
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